The aim of this paper is to introduce a generalization of multivariable Aleph-function by means of a multiple Mellin-Barnes contour integral and then establish integrals which are products of Aleph-function and generalized multivariable Aleph-function with the help of Mellin transform. The generalized Aleph-function of several variables contains all the functions of seveal variables defined so far. On specializing the parameters of the function involved in the relations, various known and unknown results may be derived as particulars cases.
Introduction and preliminaries.
Recently, Agrawal [1] has evaluated two infinite integrals involving the I-function of one variable and the generalized Ifunction of two variables.In this paper we evaluate two infinite integrals involving the generalized multivariable Alephfunction and the Aleph-function of one variable. The Aleph-function , introduced by Südland [7] et al , however the notation and complete definition is presented here in the following manner in terms of the Mellin-Barnes type integral :
for all different to and
With :
Where with
For convergence conditions and other details of Aleph-function , see Südland et al [7] . The generalized hypergeometric function serie is defined as follows :
Here ; .
The serie (1.5) converge if .
The generalized Aleph-function of several variables generalize the multivariable I-function defined by H.M. Sharma and Ahmad [5] , itself is an a generalisation of G and H-functions of multiple variables. The multiple Mellin-Barnes integral occuring in this paper will be referred to as the multivariables Aleph-function throughout our present study and will be defined and represented as follows. The complex numbers are not zero.Throughout this document , we assume the existence and absolute convergence conditions of the multivariable Aleph-function. We may establish the the asymptotic expansion in the following convenient form :
We will use these following notations in this paper
(1.10)
The multivariable Aleph-function write :
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(1.12)
Throughout this paper, we will use the notations.
and ,
Infinite integrals
The integrals to be established are : The Aleph-function of one variable generalize the hypergeometric function of one variable , the formula (2.2) is obtained.
Multivariable I-function If

If
, the generalized Aleph-function of several variables , the generalized Aleph-function of several variables degenere in the generalized I-function of several variables itself is a generalization of the multivariable I-function degenere in the generalized I-function of several variables itself is a generalization of the multivariable I-function defined by Sharma [5] . The Aleph-function of one variable degenere in I-function of one variable defined by Saxena [4] defined by Sharma [5] . The Aleph-function of one variable degenere in I-function of one variable defined by Saxena [4] and we have the following and we have the following infinite integrals. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have established two general infinite integrals involving the generalized multivariable Aleph-function and the Aleph-function of one variable. Due to general nature of the generalized multivariable aleph-function involving here, our formulas are capable to be reduced into many known and news infinite integrals formulas involving the special functions of one and several variables.
